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Move a lever to the future
The new -NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design,
Size 00 to 3
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Install the future today

Your benefits are as follows:
Future proof

The trend is moving from simple power distribution stations to more intelligent
power distribution stations. The new generation of -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical
design, is made for the future: with interfaces for measurement and control equip-
ment which can be integrated in a space-saving manner. Instead of waiting for the
future to come, we prefer to anticipate it!

Reduced heat development

Safeguarding high currents requires one thing above all: keeping a cool head.
This is where the new generation -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, leads the
pack. They feature one of the lowest heat development values of all products
available on the market. This pays off for your entire facility: reduced energy loss,
improved operating safety and durability.

Faster mounting

All installation and connecting components of the new -NH Fuse-Switches,
vertical design, were optimised and the number of assembling steps was reduced.
This puts your switch “on the track” even more quickly and saves you time.

Safety at its best

The switch gears are very user friendly and provide optimal user protection
due to parallel switching. Two disconnected positions per phase produce
two smaller electrical arcs. This causes only half the arc voltage.

High-performance technology – well earthed

Reaching this far into the future requires a solid foundation. EFEN as a leading
manufacturer of high-performance fuse technology looks back on more than 80
years of experience. As a supplier for solutions we have a history in meeting the
needs of our customers. Don`t plan your power distribution out of the blue.
Plan with “the blue ones” instead – the new -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design,
by EFEN.

A new direction for the future has been established in the switchboard
cabinet. With the new -NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design, by EFEN,
you can secure a major technology advantage today. This is evident in
numerous improvements. In two years of intensive development, we
examined every minute detail and optimised many things. The result is
one of the most efficient NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, ever
designed – with compact dimensions, a modular system and an ele-
gant design.
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“Small” devices, big performance:
-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/60 mm

Even the smallest NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, in the new generation by
EFEN feature numerous advantages, especially in terms of installation.

Turnable contact hooks
The -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/60 are the first
of its kind to feature turnable contact hooks. This makes it
much easier to mount the NH Fuse-Switch on the busbar
in addition to being much more flexible. Due to its symmetry,
the NH Fuse-Switch can be turned around at any time.
Terminal top or bottom can be chosen freely. Thus, only
one version needs to be placed on stock.

Perfectly complementary to the NH Fuse-Switch,
horizontal design, SILAS
The -NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design, 00/60 was designed
to perfectly fit next to the NH Fuse-Switch, horizontal
design, SILAS - just as you would expect from a system
supplier. Since the busbar is completely covered, mounting
under voltage is possible.

Fast connection – with variable box terminals

High currents require large cable cross-sections. At the same time, modern
switchboard cabinets are becoming more and more compact.
The innovative connection components of the new EFEN generation kill two
birds with one stone. More accurately: They accommodate three cables of
up to 95 mm² in the smallest amount of space. No one else can do that with a
NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design, size 00. This is possible only because of the stepped and slightly offset
arrangement of the box terminals. Captive screws enable a quick and reliable securing of the cable.
Simply insert, tighten, done!
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100 percent reliable,
100 percent flexible:

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/100 mm

The -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/100 mm feature their own
persuasive installation advantages. These are especially valuable when

you wish to integrate a current transformer.

Perfect back-up with space-saving
current-transformer installation
Do you wish to measure currents in addition to
safeguarding them? We have redefined space for you.
Our new current transformers can be installed
behind the NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design, without
an alteration of installation depth. After removing
the break-out-pieces form the socket, the current
transformers is simply plugged on – ready for use.
With or without a current transformer, the NH Fuse-
Switch always has the same installation depth, so
no adaptors are required.

Busbar supports that can be overbuild –
this saves space

The rear socket of the -NH Fuse-Switch was designed to overbuild the
busbar supports without altering the installation depth. This way more

NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, can be aligned next to each other closely.
This saves space in your distribution board.

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design,
00/100 mm with integrated current
transformers may not be overbuilt.
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As fast as a current:
the new mounting

As the currents increase, so do the cable cross-sections – and thus the requirements
for the connecting components.

Separate parts – you can mount more quickly
Because the switch case and the socket are packed unassembled, this gives you a
head start during installation of the -NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design. All compatible
devices on the market need to be disassembled first, before being mounted.
The -NH Fuse-Switch makes life much easier: you unpack the two parts, fix the
socket with the screws, plug on the switch cage and secure with two turns. In no
time the -NH Fuse-Switch is mounted. Try it yourself!

Perfectly connected – thanks to new contact hooks
Using a flat busbars at a width of 5 to 10 mm you can mount the device even faster
using the contact hooks by EFEN. There is no need to drill holes. The hooks are
simply inserted and locked into place. This also works when current transformers
are mounted.

Fast conductor-mounting – more installation space
Certainly the classic V-shape terminal is available with
direct V-clamps. The ergonomic pyramid arrangement
of the connectors improves the accessibility.

Flexible conductor-mounting –
with -technology

Some prefer a cable lug connection, others like to
connect directly. The innovative -technology supports both.
Cable lugs (1) for cables up to 240 mm² or frame clamps (2) for cables up to 300 mm² can be attached to a
small multi-functional plastic compartment (3) with a screw. We put an end to “compartmentalised thinking”.

1

2

3
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More stunning than ever:
the new arrangement

in the switchboard
There is nothing like a well arranged switchboard. With the new
generation of -NH Fuse-Switches, you not only get the best

technology first, but also the must stunning.
That’s what we call a good job!

Always the right picture – thanks to a turnable nameplate
No matter how you position the outlets at the top,
bottom or both, with the pivoting EFEN nameplate
things always look uniformly. This is possible, because
all plates can be clicked to the carrier holder at the
top or bottom without additional accessories. A large
labelling field for your individual information ensures
an optimum of readability from any angle.

Secure turn-off-position – up to three pad-locks
Even fuse-protection-devices need to be protected:
from electricity-theft, manipulation and unauthorised
use. This is why every 3-pole -NH Fuse-Switch,
vertical design, may be locked with up to three locks.
This is possible in both, the closed and the secure-
pad-lock-position. Safety is good, EFEN is even safer!

Proper frame cover – universal supporting clips
The universal supporting clip for the frame covers may
be uses on various installation depth (120 to 150 mm)
and in all standard cabinet systems. The clip can be
moved on a grid at 5 mm intervals.

A nice appearance –
the clip-on side frames

In addition to the field cover, a side frame can be
adjusted on the -NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design.
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Switch on the future:
with innovative accessories

The new -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, by EFEN are highly future-proof.
They can be expanded at any time, adapting to changing conditions and increasing
requirements. Invest now and benefit a long time!

Highly transformable – due to integrated current transformers
EFEN current transformers can easily be integrated at the
back of the -NH Fuse-Switch-Socket. They simply get
hocked onto the busbar contact. Thus, you do not need
to make a decision for the use of a current transformer
beforehand; you may simply adjust one in retrospect
without increasing the installation depth. All mounted
-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, whether with or

without integrated current transformers, form a uniform
front without isolators. The only distance you need to
keep is a head start with our .

Outstanding management – with click-lock cable holders
No more tangled cables in the electricity meter cabinet!
With the click-lock cable holder, up to three cables
(up to 2.5 mm2) can be neatly routed along the load
connecting block. This means additional applications
can be integrated in a space-saving manner.
All secondary connections, e.g. for voltage drops,
remain easily accessible.

On and off! The micro-switch will tell you.
The micro-switch which controls the switch position is
optional and clicks into a slot at the upper end of the
-NH Fuse-Switch, vertical design. It tells the control

centre whether the is switched ON or OFF. This
keeps you in the picture from a distance.
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Eliminate chance:
intelligent measurement

Flexible measurement options – the amperemeter
Additional measurement
options can be realised
with an amperemeter which
is adjusted onto the new
amperemeter-bracket.
The installation is incredibly
simple and the returns
extremely versatile.

Everything under control – electronic fuse-monitoring
Trust is good, control is better (German saying).
You know what happens and where it happens almost
instantly due to notification via SMS or PC. Your net-
work technician receives the information required to
precisely locate and quickly correct short-circuits and
overloads. This makes your network highly effective
while at the same time being extremely reliable.

Switching and safeguarding is part of the past. The future belongs to more intelligent
switchboards. The new EFEN generation -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design,
are well prepared for the future: they offer standardised interfaces for all types of
measurement devices – even for the ones that may not have been developed yet.

Contemporary power management –
the EFEN EM multi-measurement devices

The new generation of EFEN measuring devices offers
a large selection of measuring and monitoring options:
from basic current measurements and power metering,
harmonic wave analysis to remote management and
alarm relays, and many more. All electrical parameters
are visualised on an LCD and can be centralised via
PC or programmable logic controller (PLC) if reque-
sted. EM measuring devices are normally installed
separately in the switchboard. The new EFEN -NH
Fuse-Switches, vertical design, offer an integrated
solution which can simply be plugged on.
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

38016.0020

38044.0020

38054.0020

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 00, 160 A, for busbar system with 60 mm centre distance
with hook contacting

Description Size Amps Order-no. Description PU

with multiple use terminal (srew M8) 00 160 38044.0020 NH-LA-LEI 00/60 3P U5 1
with box terminal 95 mm² 00 160 38046.0020 NH-LA-LEI 00/60 3P R5 1

Description Size Amps Order-no. Description PU

with V2N-shaped terminal 1 250 38015.0020 NH-LA-LEI 1 3P V2N 1
with V2N-shaped terminal 2 400 38025.0020 NH-LA-LEI 2 3P V2N 1
with V2N-shaped terminal 3 630 38035.0020 NH-LA-LEI 3 3P V2N 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 1 250 38016.0020 NH-LA-LEI 1 3P U6 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 2 400 38026.0020 NH-LA-LEI 2 3P U6 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 3 630 38036.0020 NH-LA-LEI 3 3P U6 1

Description Size Amps Order-no. Description PU

with V2N-shaped terminal 1 250 38015.0000 NH-LA-LEI 1 1P V2N 1
with V2N-shaped terminal 2 400 38025.0000 NH-LA-LEI 2 1P V2N 1
with V2N-shaped terminal 3 630 38035.0000 NH-LA-LEI 3 1P V2N 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 1 250 38016.0000 NH-LA-LEI 1 1P U6 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 2 400 38026.0000 NH-LA-LEI 2 1P U6 1
with multiple use terminal (screw M12) 3 630 38036.0000 NH-LA-LEI 3 1P U6 1

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 00, 160 A, for busbar systems with 100 mm centre distance

Description Size Amps Order-no. Description PU

with multiple use terminal (srew M8)
for hook connecting

00 160 38054.0020 NH-LA-LEI 00/100 3P U5 1

with box terminal 95mm²
for hook connecting

00 160 38056.0020 NH-LA-LEI 00/100 3P R5 1

with multiple use terminal (srew M8)
for current transformes

00 160 38054.0050 NH-LA-LEI 00/100 WV 3P U5 1

with box terminal 95 mm²
for current transformes

00 160 38056.0050 NH-LA-LEI 00/100 WV 3P R5 1

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 1-3, 3-pole switching, for busbar systems
with 185 mm centre distance

38016.0000

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 1-3, 1-pole switching, for busbar systems
with 185 mm centre distance
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

Low Voltage Current Transformers

77283.1313

77150.2146

Low Voltage Current Transformers for the -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 00/100

Features:
Current transformer bloc, accuracy class 1; 0,5 retrofit, clamp 2,5 mm2 for 1- or 3-phase mesurement

Description Size Order-no. Description PU

100/5A KL.1 1,25VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.1313 E³-WB00 3x100/5A 1,25VA Kl.1 1
150/5A KL.1 2,5VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.1533 E³-WB00 3x150/5A 2,5VA Kl.1 1
150/5A Kl.0,5 2VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.1522 E³-WB00 3x150/5A 2VA Kl.0,5 1
100/1A KL.1 1,25VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.6313 E³-WB00 3x100/1A 1,25VA Kl.1 1
150/1A KL.1 2,5VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.6533 E³-WB00 3x150/1A 2,5VA Kl.1 1
150/1A Kl.0,5 2VA, 3-phase measurement 00 77283.6522 E³-WB00 3x150/1A 2VA Kl.0,5 1
100/5A KL.1 1,25VA, 1-phase measurement 00 77284.1313 E³-WB00 100/5A 1,25VA Kl.1 1
150/5A KL.1 2,5VA, 1-phase measurement 00 77284.1533 E³-WB00 150/5A 2,5VA Kl.1 1
100/1A KL.1 1,25VA, 1-phase measurement 00 77284.6313 E³-WB00 100/1A 1,25VA Kl.1 1
150/1A KL.1 2,5VA, 1-phase measurement 00 77284.6533 E³-WB00 150/1A 2,5VA Kl.1 1

Description Size Order-no. Description PU

150/5A 2,5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.1533 E³-W1-3 150/5A 2,5VA Kl.1 1
250/5A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.1743 E³-W1-3 250/5A 5VA Kl.1 1
300/5A 2,5VA Kl.0,5S 1-3 77150.1836 E³-W1-3 300/5A 2,5VA Kl.0,5S 1
400/5A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.1943 E³-W1-3 400/5A 5VA Kl.1 1
600/5A 2,5VA Kl.0,2S 1-3 77150.2135 E³-W1-3 600/5A 2,5VA Kl.0,2S 1
600/5A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.2143 E³-W1-3 600/5A 5VA Kl.1 1
600/5A 5VA Kl.0,5S 1-3 77150.2146 E³-W1-3 600/5A 5VA Kl.0,5S 1
150/1A 2,5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.6533 E³-W1-3 150/1A 2,5VA Kl.1 1
250/1A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.6743 E³-W1-3 250/1A 5VA Kl.1 1
400/1A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.6943 E³-W1-3 400/1A 5VA Kl.1 1
600/1A 5VA Kl.1 1-3 77150.7143 E³-W1-3 600/1A 5VA Kl.1 1

Low Voltage Current Transformers for the -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, size 1-3

Features:
Single Current Transformer, accuracy class 1; 0,5s; 0,2s retrofit, box terminal 6 mm2
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

Description Size Order-no. Description PU

Preasure plates for solid sm and lam. copper
for direct cable contacting 1,5 - 2,5 mm²
or flat copper 16 x 10
(1 set = 3 pcs.)

00 36238.0010 DRUCKSTÜCKE LA-LEI 00IN 1

Preasure plates with prism for copper
and aluminium conductors for direct
cable contacting 1,5 - 95 mm² rm, sm, se
(1 set = 3 pcs.)

00 36239.0010 DRUCKSTÜCKE U. PRISMEN
LA-LEI 00IN

1

Adjusting frame for top or bottom
to adjust longitudinal difference between
E3-NH Fuse-Switches size 00 and 1-3
(1 set = 2 pcs.)

00 36330.0010 AUSGLEICHSBLENDEN SET E³
GR.00

1

Sidewise angle bracket for mounting
the side frame, height adjustable

1-3 36331.0010 ABSTÜTZWINKEL SET=4ST. E³
GR.00-3

1

Sideframe, lenght 850 mm 1-3 36332.0010 ABSTÜTZPROFIL SET=2ST. E³
GR.00-3

1

Identification label for clip-on mounting 00 36233.0010 BEZEICHNUNGSSCHILD
LA-LEI 00IN

1

Support plate 00 32190.0100 FELDAUFLAGE E³ GR.00 1
Micro switch for position indicating 00 36335.0100 1
Window interlock (1 set = 3 pcs.) 00 36969.0010 STROMDIEBSTAHLSICHE-

RUNG GR.000-3 SILAS
1

Contact hooks for NH Fuse-Switches,
vertical design (1 set = 3 pcs.)

00 36240.0010 HAKEN LA-LEI 00IN 1

E³ twin adapter for mounting the
00/100 onto busbar systems
with 185 mm centre distance

00 36337.0010 DOPPELADAPTER 100/185 E³ 1

E³ single adapter for mounting the
00/100 onto busbar systems
with 185 mm centre distance

00 36339.0010 EINFACHADAPTER 100/185 E³ 1

Blank panell cover 50 mm width /
lenght 185 mm

00 36119.0020 LEERFELDABDECKUNG 50/100 1

Microswitch for position indicating 1-3 85138.0100 MIKROSCHALTER TYP 1 1
Contact hooks for mounting without drilling, size 1-3
Busbar thickness 5 - 10 mm (1 set = 3 pcs.)

1-3 36354.0010 HAKEN GR. 1-3 1

Phase barrier for terminal 1-3 32237.0100 TRENNWAND GR.1-3 E³ 1
Cable holder for clip-on mounting by
E³-NH Fuse-Switches

1-3 32245.0100 KABELHALTER E³ 1

Steel clamp up to 300 mm²
(1 set = 3 pcs.)

1-3 36350.0010 RAHMENKL E3Gr. 1-3
1 SATZ 3 STÜCK

1

Accessories for -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design

36969.0010

36354.0010

36335.0100

Accessories for -NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design

32245.0100

36350.0010
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

Type Size 00 Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Busbar system 60 mm •

Busbar system 100 mm •

Busbar system 185 mm •1) • • •

Hook contacting onto busbars • • • •

Multiple use terminal (screw terminal) • • • •

Preasure plates for Cu conductors •

Preasure plates with prism for Cu/Al conductors •

Threaded bolt M12x30 • • •

Inserted screw nut • • •

Box terminal (95 mm²) •

V2N-shaped • • •

Claw clamp • • •

Microswitch for position indicating • • • •

Electronic fuse monitoring • • • •

Product range overview

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design Technical data

1) with adapter

For NH Fuse-Links acc. to VDE 0636 T201 Size 00 1 2 3
Rated operational current Ie A 160 250 400 630
Conventional free air thermic current Ith A 160 250 400 630
Rated operational voltage Ue V 690 690 690 690
Rated insulation voltage Ui V 800 1000 1000 1000
Rated impuls withstand voltage Uimp kV 8 8 8 8

Rated conditional short circuit
(when protected by NH Fuse-Links)

kA 50 80 80 80

Utillization category VDE 0660 T107/EN/IEC 60947-3 Ue = 400 V AC

Ue = 690 V AC

Ue = 400 V DC

AC-22B

AC-21B

DC-22B

AC-22B

AC-21B

DC-22B

AC-22B

AC-21B

DC-22B

AC-22B

AC-21B

DC-22B

Mechanical durabillity cycles 1600 1600 1000 1000

Permissible ambient temperatur °C -25 up to +55 -25 up to +55 -25 up to +55 -25 up to +55

Degree of protection DIN/EN 60529/VDE 0470 T1 IP IP 3x IP 3x IP 3x IP 3x

Maximum power dissipation of the NH Fuse-Link W 12 W 23 W 34 W 48 W

Technical Data acc. to VDE 0660 T107/EN/IEC 60947-3

Type of terminal Conductor type Size 00 Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Multiple use terminal (screw terminal) M8 M12 M12 M12

Preasure plates Cu re/rm/sm 1,5 - 25

Preasure plates with prism Cu/Al re/rm/se/sm 1,5 - 95

Box terminal (95mm²) Cu re/rm/se/sm 2,5 - 95

V2N-shaped Cu/Al re/rm/se/sm 25 - 240 25 - 240 25 - 240

Claw clamp Cu/Al se 50 - 150 50 - 150 50 - 150

Conductor types and - sizes

Size 00 1 2 3

Multiple use terminal (screw) 14 32 32 32

Preasure plates 4

Preasure plates with prism 4

Box terminal (95 mm²) 4,5

V2N-shaped 35 35 35

Claw clamp 32 32 32

Busbar contacting 14 32 32 32

Tightening torques for terminal and busbar mounting
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design Dimension Drawings

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/60

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design, 00/100
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IN THE LINE OF POWER

Subject to change without notice

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design Dimension Drawings

-NH Fuse-Switches, vertical design,size 1 - 3
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